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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW:  BROOKE & BRITTANY HENDERSON 
Tuesday, June 2, 2015       
 
 

MODERATOR:  Happy to be joined in the media center by Brooke and Brittany Henderson.  

First tournament on the LPGA together, home province, what's it feel like? 

 

BROOKE HENDERSON:  It's an amazing opportunity and we're really excited to both be on 

sponsor's invites this week and we're very grateful for Manulife for giving us this great 

experience.  And I think it's going to be a lot of fun because we have a lot of family and 

friends hoping to make the trip up in the next few days.  And playing with Lorie Kane this 

morning in the practice round, all three Canadians in the same group and two sisters, so it's 

going to be a great week. 

 

MODERATOR:  Brittany, your thoughts?  

 

BRITTANY HENDERSON:  Yeah, my first LPGA event so I'm excited for that alone, and I'm 

happy to have Brooke here with me and to be kind of in a home area is really awesome, so 

I'm really excited.   

 

MODERATOR:  Brooke, you mentioned playing with Lorie a little bit earlier today.  What was 

that experience like for both of you?  Obviously she was the last Canadian to win out here. 

 

BROOKE HENDERSON:  Yeah, I played with Lorie a couple times now, a couple practice 

rounds and actually three years ago in the Manulife Classic I played with her on the final 

round on Sunday.  We were walking up to the green together and she grabbed me by the 

hand, and as we were just approaching the green she let me go forward and let the crowd 

soak it all in.  She's a great player and she's had a ton of experience out here on the LPGA 

Tour.  As you mentioned, the last Canadian to win and we're hoping to change that this 

week, but we can definitely learn a lot from her and very grateful for the opportunity to play 

with her. 

 

MODERATOR:  Brittany, she said this was the first time that you two played together.  What 

had you learned from playing with Lorie?  

 

BRITTANY HENDERSON:  Just the way she handles herself on the course.  It was 

awesome that she went out of her way to try to help us, which I thought was really, really 

great.  Someone who cares about the future of golf and trying to help us out.  So I that was 

really great that she kind of went out of her way and gave me some pointers.  She hasn't 

played this golf course before because it's the first time it's been here, but anything that she 

could kind of say, she tried to help us out so it was great.  

 

MODERATOR:  We'll open it up for questions.  

 

Q.  I'm sure you've been asked to tell stories many times, but what are some of your 
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earliest memories of being on the golf course together as little girls? 

 

BROOKE HENDERSON:  Well, I was really young when I first started playing and so just 

being out with my dad and my older sister, and our cottage is right on a golf course and we 

would go out there all times of the day and just I would be riding in the back of the cart with 

the clubs and there wasn't much room in the front seat so I got demoted to the back, but it 

was so much fun.  As I mentioned, a lot of times before, I grew up watching Brittany and 

every weekend I would be going to tournaments and following along and wanted to be just 

like her.  And I've been able to follow in her footsteps to this point and now we're taking this 

journey together trying to be the best that we can be.  So I'm very fortunate and grateful that 

I have a sister that I could look up to all these years and now together moving forward. 

 

BRITTANY HENDERSON:  One of my earliest memories of Brooke, when she first started 

she thought it was the best score was who could get in the hole first.  So she'd be taking off 

running and I would be just walking going, What are you doing?  She's sprinting down the 

fairway.  So I think sometimes we still go back and in the late fall when there's no one really 

out there, we kind of have a game where let's run and see who gets in the hole first, so it's 

kind of fun.  

 

Q.  For Brooke, I saw a video on YouTube, you were about five or six years old and 

you had the dream to play on the LPGA.  Where does that drive come from to have 

that sort of vision so young?  Is that something you've always had or is that from 

your family or where does that come from? 

 

BROOKE HENDERSON:  I think growing up playing golf almost every day and learning to 

love the game, I think it wasn't something that I knew for sure would happen but it was 

definitely a dream and something that I was trying my best to achieve and trying to strive for.  

I'm very grateful now that it has become more of a reality.  I don't have my full status yet on 

tour, but hopefully that will change as of next year.  But just to answer your question, I think 

it wasn't so much that I knew I was going to do it but it was a dream and something that I 

wanted to be like the girls on tour like Lorie Kane and Morgan Pressel and Juli Inkster.  I 

wanted to be someone out there traveling week to week and playing against the best players 

in the world.  

 

Q.  Lorie Kane was in here earlier and she was talking about playing with you earlier 

today, she mentioned that you play completely different like polar opposite styles of 

golf.  Can you just kind of go through that for me and explain your approaches 

individually to the game and how that might complement your sister?  

 

BROOKE HENDERSON:  So we are a lot of similar in some ways.  Our dad is our main 

coach so he's taught us since we were very little, so I think we think quite a bit alike on the 

golf course but our games are different.  I tend to be a little more aggressive on some lines 

and definitely on approach shots into the green, but I think we definitely complement each 

other, especially when we're caddying for one another.  We know each other's strengths and 

so then we try and help each other to make the best shot possible according to our 
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strengths.  I think growing up and always competing against and with each other and trying 

to push ourselves to the next level, I think that we sort of developed our own game but have 

also developed each other's.   

 

MODERATOR:  Brittany?  

 

BRITTANY HENDERSON:  Yes.  I think just what Brooke said, she kind of takes a little bit 

more aggressive lines sometimes, but when I'm caddying for her I know that and so it does 

still -- I think we still do a really good job of caddying for each other because we know what 

each other's thinking and what we're going to do just because we spend so much time 

together.  But on the course I think I have a slightly different strategy or approach than she 

does, but I think growing up together and competing with each other all the time has helped 

us push.    

 

MODERATOR:  You mentioned the caddying situation.  You've been on the bag for each 

other quite a few times this year.  What's that experience like on the course, what do you 

talk about, who kind of feeds better off the other person?  

 

BROOKE HENDERSON:  I think we work really well together for the most part.  We don't 

talk about too much other than golf and what we're trying to do, but if I need a laugh I know I 

can always talk to Brit and she'll make me laugh and make me feel a little bit better, which is 

always nice because you need a little bit of comic relief, especially if you're not playing your 

best out there.  So it's nice to have someone who knows my game so well and knows me as 

a person so well and I think it's the same way when I'm on the bag for Brit. 

 

Q.  (No microphone.)  

 

BROOKE HENDERSON:  Yeah, so we left -- unfortunately I had an earlier tee time on 

Sunday than I would have liked but got a good round in there, then we hopped in the car 

and drove just about 10 hours I would say from New Jersey down to here.  Then yesterday I 

had an RBC clinic with a lot of really nice ladies and hopefully they'll be joining us later this 

week as spectators.  But yeah, six clinics yesterday, all half an hour, and a little bit of media 

and a photo shoot in the morning, which was cool.  A lot of cameras and a lot of lights, which 

was interesting and something new for me but definitely a learning experience and a great 

opportunity to be a part of.  Then last night I hit the range for a couple hours, got to bed and 

woke up this morning to play a practice round with Brit and Lorie. 

 

Q.  (No microphone.)  

 

BROOKE HENDERSON:  I think Lorie's really accurate in that I am excited because if you 

have pressure, then you're doing something right.  I'm just trying to be the best that I can be 

and I know it's the same it's for Brit.  We're just trying to be the best people we can be and 

the best golfers.  We know we still have a long journey ahead of us and we're nowhere near 

where we want to be in the next couple years and we both plan to be on the LPGA Tour 

playing week to week and having full status.  Of course there is a little bit of pressure but it's 
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fun, and this week will be really exciting being home crowd, not too far from home and a 

great golf course and great facility. 

 

Q.  (No microphone.)  

 

BRITTANY HENDERSON:  I think that we're going to go Bunk for Brooke just because he's 

been caddying for her in kind of the West Coast LPGA swing in San Fran and Dallas with 

Brooke, so trying to jump on that train, and I'll probably go with dad. 

 

Q.  (No microphone.)  

 

BROOKE HENDERSON:  That's a tough question.  I think we're pretty similar.  We have a 

similar sense of humor and actually we get asked all the time if we're twins even though 

there's six years difference between us.  I think in a lot of ways we are similar because, as I 

mentioned before, I grew up watching her and wanting to be just like her, so I think I took on 

a lot of characteristics that are pretty similar.  Of course we are individuals and different 

people, but very similar. 

 

Q.  (No microphone.)  

 

BROOKE HENDERSON:  Yeah, it's very exciting.  I knew a couple months ago that it was 

an opportunity that I might be a part of and I decided that yes, I would play just a few weeks 

ago and then the announcement then on Sunday.  It's a great honor, especially being the 

first Pan Am Games with golf and it's in Toronto pretty close to home and in Canada, which I 

think is huge for both the game of golf and for Canadian fans of all sports, especially leading 

into the Olympics next year.  It's a multi-sports game, which is very different from a regular 

golf tournament, so I think it will be great to experience, interacting with other athletes, 

interacting with the huge facilities and huge complexes that will be there, which I don't see 

week to week on the LPGA Tour or any other golf tournaments.  And then being with Lorie, 

she is a player that I think all Canadians, especially women in Canada, have looked up to 

since she began playing golf and began on the LPGA Tour.  She really set the pace for the 

women's game in Canada.  She was the last one to win an event on the LPGA Tour, and as 

I mentioned before, we're trying to change that this week.  But it will be a lot of fun with her 

because she's a great person and a great golfer, too. 

 

MODERATOR:  Anything else?  I know you said you're expecting a lot of crowd support.  Is 

there anyone special that's coming up and would you have a number that you would say of 

people that are going to be in the Henderson fan club? 

 

BRITTANY HENDERSON:  Not exactly sure how many people are coming up.  I know 

hopefully if we make it to the weekend quite a few people will make the trip.  It is five and a 

half hours from home but hopefully still get a lot of hometown support and also just 

Canadians in general in the area. 

 

MODERATOR:  Perfect.  Best of luck the rest of the week.  
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